


Home of outdoor living

01–03 July 2023
Clear focus with the new schedule: 

Saturday | 14.00 to 20.00 h: gardiente Show and Order!
The first day of the fair, with its smooth transition into gardiente night, offers the perfect 
symbiosis of ordering, networking and event.

Sunday | 09.00 to 18.00 h: our new specialist retail trade day at gardiente!
With targeted topics and a supporting programme for bricks-and-mortar retailers.

Monday | 09.00 to 17.00 h: a day focusing on buying associations, industry  
bodies and wholesalers! 
To all groups, we offer our exclusive service package: convenient meeting and  
business lounge areas, lunch together and reserved parking create the ideal conditions 
for our buyers.

different, approachable, selective, small but
perfectly formed, personal, relaxed, exclusive,
al l -round service,  informative,  high quality
product range, well-founded market overview,
trade fair for garden living, exclusive industry
platform, perfect timing, detailed discussions,
networking, garden living industry together in
one place, high-profile fair, family atmosphere,
time for useful discussions, dialogue between
industry and retail, new inspiration, efficient
industry gathering, ideal preparation for the
season, the place to be, exciting, a must-have
date for the industry, innovative, great conver-
sations at gardiente night,  retai l-orientated
supporting programme, relaxed atmosphere



 

In the heart  
of Germany 

Ideally located
The venue of gardiente – the Messecenter 
Rhein-Main – is easily accessible in the 
middle of the strong financial and trading 
centre of the Rhein-Main economic region. 

Convenient travel is available from any-
where in Germany, and with its proximity 
to Frankfurt Airport, international 
connections to the fair are also excellent.
Our free shuttle service takes you from 
Frankfurt Airport – which is also ideal for 
traveling by Deutsche Bahn – to the trade 
fair in about 15 minutes.

München
appr. 400 km

Nürnberg
appr. 250 km

Freiburg
appr. 300 km

Berlin
appr. 550 km

Hamburg
appr. 500 km

Hannover  
appr. 400 km

Frankfurt am Main
appr. 20 km

Stuttgart
appr. 200 km

Karlsruhe
appr. 140 km

Düsseldorf
appr. 200 km

Köln
appr. 170 km

Luxemburg 
appr. 200 km

Dortmund  
appr. 210 km

Dates of the next fair:
01–03 July 2023

Location: 
Messecenter Rhein-Main
Robert-Bosch-Str. 5–7
65719 Hofheim-Wallau

Opening hours:
01 July 2023: 2pm – 8pm
02 July 2023 9am – 6pm
03 July 2023 9am – 5pm

Admission price:
Free admission

Car parks:
Free parking right next  
to the Messecenter

gardiente –  
the place to be

Are you a manufacturer in the fields of garden furni-
ture, sunshades, sunshade stands, BBQ, textiles or 
accessories? Then welcome to gardiente, the home  
of outdoor living!

With its innovative concept, gardiente offers you an 
ordering format appropriate to your needs, at an ideal 
time of the year. At the heart of gardiente is the trade 
fair, with its strong brands for the retail trade and  
its Concept Area with innovative partners for targeted 
range profiling. Our community events, such as 
‘gardiente night’ and the gardiente BBQ World with 
its shows and tastings, complete the picture.

This makes the fair a hub for the outdoor living  
business, serving all of the retail trade’s needs.  
You can look forward to a community platform  
with quality brands, important new ideas and a  
great atmosphere, making it a convivial gathering.

Key areas: 
•    garden furniture
•    sunshades and stands
•    BBQ
•    textiles
•    accessories

Visitors matched to you: 
•    specialist retailers/wholesalers
•    specialist buyers
•    garden centres
•    building and DIY markets
•    furniture retailers
•    architects



What the industry has to say – 
by colleagues, for colleagues:
A clear focus, the perfect timing and a new daily schedule: gardiente 2023 is becoming our industry event!  
Together we are developing new conceptual approaches and an innovative communication strategy for 
 the trade fair. 

Our vision: to work together collectively to produce a format for the industry, fit for purpose and fairly costed,  
that represents a symbiotic balance between show-time and orders.

Curated portfolio of brands: as an industry alliance, we‘d like to develop this idea together and show the  
specialist retail trade a top-quality selection in an innovative environment.

We would like to invite you to become a part of our community and join us as an exhibitor at next  
year‘s gardiente! 

“The packed diary of events next season 
means that as exhibitors we are going to 
have to focus our efforts. For our buyers, 
too, a clear positioning creates transparency 
and helps us prepare for the season effi-
ciently and in the best way. What is more, 
the gardiente concept offers an outstanding, 
innovative environment, and one with which 
we all feel very comfortable.”

JÜRGEN FRANK BRACKMANN, 
MANAGING DIRECTOR,  
STERN GMBH & CO. KG

“For us, gardiente is the ideal platform for future-critical discus-
sions between exhibitors and specialist retail partners, at a price 
that represents the perfect balance in terms of value for money.
We are aiming for a broad collaboration across all reputable 
brand suppliers and we look forward to a focused stream of  
visitors at this outstanding industry event.“

JOACHIM STROBEL,
MANAGING DIRECTOR,  BEST FREIZEITMÖBEL GMBH

“As exhibitors right from the start, we continue to be convinced by the format of gardiente 
and the overall package. The simple and comprehensive package represents a compact 
and competent trade fair format for both the retail trade and the exhibitors. Short distances, 
opportunities for conversation and networking, and time for intense discussions with  
relevant suppliers in the market – these are just a few of the reasons to visit gardiente 
and factors that make it a must-have on the 2023 trade fair calendar.”

MATTHIAS MEIER, 
DIRECTOR SIEGER GMBH 

colleagues

Take a look at our website and be impressed by the
exclusive portfolio of brands at gardiente 2023.

“For ZEBRA, gardiente combines all the factors that are relevant 
to us. The presence of ‘everyone who is anyone’ as far as the  
reputable brands are concerned guarantees some remarkably 
high quality discussions. Now that the fair is back to its early 
point in the year, all the key decisions can be sorted out in a pleas-
ant atmosphere of wellbeing. Continuous interaction, including 
that of the organised industry dialogue, is another distinguishing 
feature of the event. We are convinced that the concept will  
generate a positive response among visitors and make gardiente 
a success for all. ZEBRA feels it is in good hands at Wallau.”    

GERHARD BESSLER, 
MANAGING DIRECTOR, ZEBRA GROUP GMBH

“The aim is to establish a qualified trade fair for the relevant 
outdoor-living products (furniture, BBQ, sunshades, decorative 
products) at which competence, professionalism and efficiency  
are combined with fun and personality, and for which exhibitors 
and visitors will require only a small budget. 
Join us to strengthen the right platform!”

FLORIAN MESCH,
MANAGING DIRECTOR & SHAREHOLDER, SOLPURI GMBH “As exhibitors at gardiente, we can have direct and active involve-

ment in the design of the fair. The concept on offer is coherent,  
and on top of that, gardiente-night provides an industry gathering 
that can be used for networking.” 

JÖRG SOMMER,
MANAGING DIRECTOR, 4 SEASONS OUTDOOR GMBH 



* One-time fee:
Marketing and registration flat rate package: €290 for a stand size of up to 79 m², €390 for a stand size 
of 80 to 179 m², €490 for a stand size of 180 m² or more (inc. online and offline marketing services,  
catering for exhibitors/visitors, catalogue entry with logo). Each of the specified service packages 
includes a flat rate service charge for power, air conditioning and water consumption. Hall security 
provided by a qualified security firm, and the free airport shuttle between Frankfurt Airport and the fair, 
are similarly included. All prices are net and subject to VAT.

Just scan here.
Register now!

gardiente - an innovative concept, at the ideal time of year,  
on attractive terms.

Our exhibitor  
service packages

With the BBQ buffet  
from our FOOD & FIRE  

barbecue team, exhibitors  
as well as visitors  

are well looked after – 
at no charge, of course!

Promotion and exhibition space in the outdoor area. For all exhibitors  
from the grill and BBQ sector.

BBQ special Area

We provide an empty stand space in the outside area.  
You design it just as you wish.

•    Promotion and exhibition area 
•     All-day show barbecue in our BBQ lounge and optional inclusion  

in the caterer‘s dessert buffet for lunch 
•    Presentation opportunity as part of gardiente night

Perfect for innovative partners from range-extending and complementary  
outdoor living sectors, outdoor kitchens and service providers.

We provide the empty stand space – in a separately designated area –  
for you to design just as you wish.

•    Space allocation, including carpeting on stand and walkways
•    If reqired: provision of stand walls (system stand construction)

Space in the special Concept Area

For manufacturers of garden furniture, ssunshades, sunshade stands  
and beach chairs. 

Stand space Basic

We provide you with the empty stand space which you design just as you wish. 

•    Space allocation, including carpeting on stand and walkways 

*
until 25.11.2022 

88 €
per m2

*
from 26.11.2022 

93 €
per m2

*
until 25.11.2022

39 €
per m2

from 26.11.2022 

42 €
per m2

*

*until 25.11.2022

83 €
per m2

from 26.11.2022 

86 €
per m2

*



gardiente showcase Our packages: 

One stand number, twelve exhibitors, different themed areas!  
In separate showcases on various different themes our new 
shared space for furniture, accessories and innovation offers 
retailers ideas for designing their own POS. Together with the 
TRENDagentur Gabriela Kaiser and Marketmedia24, we show 
how you can influence customers’ purchasing behaviour and how 
furniture and appropriate product selections can be curated as  
an integral whole. Different exhibitors, different product groups: it’s 
a symbiosis for retailers. The Showcase programme, moreover, 
turns the area into a B2B shopping experience and an interactive 
PLACE TO BE at gardiente:

SCENE CHANGE: different ways of decorating one scene –  
with our live decoration we show various different styles and  
approaches.

LIVE SHOW: our live stream on social media ensures additional 
exposure! 

SHOWTIME: workshops, industry discussions and motivating  
presentations on a range of topics – ‘business to take away’  
in our Showcase Lounge!
 

SHOWCASE No 1 | Premium package  
(for furniture, sunshades, outdoor kitchens, BBQ etc.):   

Each Showcase theme has an area of 20–25 m² within the shared 
space and has one brand as the exclusive partner. This places 
you at the centre of the Showcase and makes yours the defining 
conceptual theme. Whether it’s dining, living, lounge space,  
cooking or something else – together with our expert team, you 
will find the right concept and corresponding product selection 
for your Showcase. 

Services for exhibitors: 
•     Stand construction, furnishing and decoration integrated into 

the shared space 
•     Placement of exhibits and logo display in one of the curated 

Showcase areas
•     Coordination meeting to agree selection and positioning of  

exhibits (expert briefing with Gabriela Kaiser and Sonja Koschel 
of Marketmedia24)

•     Full inclusion in the PR for the fair 
•     If required: participation in the supporting programme  

for the fair
•     If required: placement of further exhibits in a location at the 

fair with high exposure (e.g. the marketplace, catering area, 
entrance area)

SHOWCASE No 2 | Partner package (for products to complement 
the display, such as lighting, home textiles, plant pots etc.):

Display your products in the Showcase! Our expert team will  
arrange with you how your products can be incorporated into  
the scene of the relevant Showcase partner, and ensure a high  
quality presentation of your exhibits. Within your brand area  
(approx. 4 m²), you will also have the opportunity to create a 
touchpoint for your trade visitors: a meeting desk or a display. 
You decide, we arrange it!  

As an optional extra, an additional stand space can be booked for an individual brand display right next to the Showcase area!  
That way, you get a combined appearance as an exhibitor and in a Showcase presentation.          

* Plus the Marketing and Catering fixed price package at €290, and plus VAT.

Showcase instead of  
stand space:  

new, unique, interactive!

*

3,890 €
*

1,350 €

Make use of this new presentation opportunity! 



Be visual –  
attract more attention  
to your brand

Create even greater awareness among your customers with  
a second placement for your brand:
•     Make use of the advertising spaces in the foyer
•     Create a splash with numerous options for placing your logo 

(website, newsletter, cutlery pouches, tray mats etc.)
•     Your online advertisement in our communication media
•     Surprise your customers. Insert your promotional material  

into our gardiente goody-bags.
•     Show your exhibits in the entrance area or outside area.

Give your customers a special invita-
tion to the fair – our VIP package for 
your most important customers: 
•     Shuttle from Frankfurt Airport to  

the fair and back
•     Overnight hotel accommodation 

including breakfast
•     ‚gardiente night‘ shuttle – we take 

your customers safely back to  
their hotel

•     For those arriving by car, a VIP  
parking space at the exhibition 
centre

It doesn‘t get any more convenient 
than this!

Just get in touch  we‘ll be pleased 
to send you the relevant details and 
terms.

Marketing

Our marketing activity,  
online and offline: 
•     Display placement in selected specialised 

trade media
•     Structured press work and official Press tour 

on the Monday of the fair
•     Cooperation with specialist retailer media 

partners
•     Advertising via flyers, image and product 

brochures
•     Regular newsletters and mailings
•     Social media marketing
•     Specialist trade database with geomarketing 

analyses
•     Entry in the trade fair catalogue and in the 

brand list (on-/offline)
•     Integration of your news & collection reports 

into communications about the fair
•     communication package, comprising online 

banners and  an email signature for your  
customers

gardiente Outdoor-Living Award 

Attention guaranteed!
 

Take the opportunity to present 
your new products and trends  

at an early stage to retailers and 
specialist press representatives.



visitors

“At gardiente you can get to see all of the main suppliers in a  
very small area and without the time pressure of having to visit 
several different halls. This means I have still time to devote to 
new suppliers and retail partners, and to discuss where the next 
season is going. In addition, there are plenty of new things to  
see at gardiente, which allows me to make a better assessment 
of how the market is changing.”

EVA FELDMANN  
MANAGING DIRECTOR FELDMANN EISENWAREN GMBH

“I enjoy attending the fair because it‘s an ideal platform. Here I have the opportunity  
– with enough time but in a focused way – to have a proper exchange of ideas with our  
most important suppliers, and to discuss strategic topics as well as the range itself.”

JÜRGEN SCHUSTER
MANAGING DIRECTOR HS FACHMARKT VERTRIEBS-GMBH  
GARTEN-UND-FREIZEIT.DE 

“The trade fair is ‘small and exclusive’ and that’s exactly what  
makes it a relevant and extremely efficient industry gathering. 
When we’re here, our focus shifts away from container-sized 
deals. We primarily come here to order products in smaller  
volumes, ones we can reorder ex warehouse throughout the  
season. As a specialist retailer, this allows me to discover a  
whole host of outstanding products that complement my core 
range. This is what makes visiting the trade fair so exciting for us.”

DANIEL SCHOTT 
MANAGING DIRECTOR MÖBEL SCHOTT

What the industry saysgardiente night

Our exclusive industry event for retailers,  
exhibitors, industry service providers  
and journalists.
Take time out from the hustle and bustle 
of the traide fair and look forward to an  
unforgettable evening, with our BBQ buffet, 
tasty and cool drinks and entertaining  
music. Meet key people in the industry and 
forge valuable business contacts in pleas-
ant company. Experience a networking 
party of a special kind and in an exeptional 
atmosphere.

This is an event you really don’t want  
to miss!



Muveo GmbH –  
the organiser of gardiente

Openess, flexibility and fairness are the values by which we live. 
What we do, we do with passion and we have fun doing it.  
Not only that – as a 100% subsidiary of CDH Mitte (Wirtschafts-
verband für Handelsvermittlung und Vertrieb Hessen, Thüringen 
und Rheinland-Pfalz e. V.), MUVEO GmbH can draw on over  
60 years’ experience in the trade fair business.
As well as organising trade fairs in a wide range of other  
industries, since 2020 MUVEO GmbH has also been the operator 
of the Messecenter Rhein-Main. This makes it possible to  
respond directly and straightforwardly to exhibitors’ and visitors’ 
requirements.
For us, dialogue and a relationship based on partnership with  
all stakeholders are the foundation stones for successful  
implementation!

Your contacts:

Verena Westphal 
Project Manager
T: +49 69 630092-60
westphal@muveo.de

Laura Schildknecht
Project Assistance
T: +49 69 630092-65
schildknecht@muveo.de 

gardiente.de

Experience  
the gardiente


